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Influencer marketing is at a 
crossroads. Consumers and 
advertising bodies are demanding 
more transparency from the 
industry and it’s about time. 

Consumer trust 
in brands is falling

Brand trust is one of the most 
important yet intangible assets 
that any business has but every 
year brands are seeing themselves 
lose just a little bit more of it. The 
disaster at Fyre Festival is just one 
example of how one company can 
affect how consumers trust other 
brands they could potentially be 
buying from.

However trust is lost, the results 
are still the same:

 - A poor brand image
 - Stunted business growth
 - Ineffective marketing campaigns

Consumers now have more power 
than ever and anyone who knows 
Sinead down the road who’s “built 
her walls so high and ain’t letting 
no man bring her down” - will tell 
you that once trust is lost it’s hard 
to win back.

Transparent 
influencer 
relationships

Brands need to be more 
transparent about the way they’re 
working with influencers. 

Simple things like adding #advert, 
#ad or #sponsored to your post 
or using the Paid Promotion 
option within Instagram are all 
easy ways to be more transparent 
about influencer relationships and 
let consumers know a brand is 
working with an influencer.

“Around 79% of consumers are 
becoming increasingly sceptical 
of brands, in which 7 in 10 
customers will buy from brands 
that they trust; abandoning those 
that they don’t.”
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Different types 
of influencer 
collaborations

This is the most common type 
of influencer collaboration. An 
influencer creates and posts 
content to promote your brand on 
their social media accounts. One 
way that is particularly successful 
on TikTok is sponsored challenges 
using branded hashtags. Another is 
the Instagram Collabs which allows 
you to co-author a post or a reel 
with another brand, influencer or 
individual, becoming visible on both 
accounts’ feeds. This relationship 
is usually transactional with the 
brand paying a fee for each post 
shared by the influencer.

Pros: 
 - You know you’re going to get 

content from the campaign. 
 - Your product or service gets in 

front of your target market

Cons: 
 - They can be expensive 

depending on the influencer’s 
engagement and following 

 - Non-transparent sponsored 
content might not be                 
trusted by brands

1. Sponsored 
     Blog & Social 
     Media Content

Some brands use gifting as part 
of their influencer marketing 
strategy, by giving their product 
or samples to influencers in 
exchange for content. 

Pros: 
 - Your costs are lower than 

sponsored content
 - It’s more transparent than     

simply paying someone to      
share your product

Cons:
 - There is no obligation for the 

influencer to share any content
 - The influencer has the freedom 

to share their honest opinion - 
good or bad

2. Gifting



Guest blogging is very effective 
when you target influencers who 
own blogs or websites with a good 
following and authority. 

Pros: 
 - You’re able to build trust with 

helpful, relevant written content
 - It’s easier to track marketing 

impact with analytics tools 

Cons:
 - It can be time consuming
 - They’re usually not directly 

selling a product or service

3. Guest Blogging

A takeover is a type of influencer 
collaboration where the influencer 
takes over your brand’s account 
and posts content on your behalf.

Pros: 
 - Reduces the amount of content 

you have to produce yourself
 - It’s more cost-effective than 

sponsored content

Cons:
 - You’re reducing the control you 

have over your brand
 - It can be risky if you don’t 

properly vet influencers

4. Takeovers

A more formal collaboration - 
ambassadors use the brand’s 
products on an ongoing basis and 
continually promote them online. 
They receive regular free products 
and often use personalised 
discount codes to drive sales.

Pros: 
 - You build long term mutually 

beneficial relationships with 
influencers

 - You have more control over your 
brand and message

Cons:
 - You need to have worked with an 

influencer before
 - You need to keep adding 

ambassadors to keep the brand 
fresh

5. Brand 
Ambassador 
Programs



One-off posts might result in a 
short term uplift in engagement 
or sales but do they build trust? 
Brands like Gymshark who are 
smashing influencer marketing 
focus on building long term 
partnerships with a select number 
of ambassadors. Their “athletes” 
or ambassadors receive new 
collections before they’re released, 
are invited to pop up events and get 
exclusive discount links to share 
with their audience.

Another example of a successful 
influencer campaign is Marc 
Jacobs ‘#PerfectAsIAm’ campaign 
that ran in Summer 2020 and the 
‘#PerfectAsWeAre’ campaign that 
ran in Jun 2021, celebrating Pride 
and encouraging self-love and 
individuality. These campaigns 
in total accumulated more than
 24.1 billion views, utilising TikTok 
duets and utilising top influencers 
on the platform. 

Building trust with a move 
from transactional to 
influencer partnerships

Not everyone has the huge 
marketing budget of brands 
like Gymshark.

If you are an eCommerce brand 
that needs to shake up your 
influencer marketing strategy 
focus on micro-influencers. 

Don’t focus on followers, as a 
lot of influencers have bought 
followers which will offer no value 
to you. Instead, focus on likes and 
comments on their posts. This 
is a better measure of how well 
connected the influencer is to 
their audience.

Try to find influencers who have an 
engaged audience with an average 
engagement rate of 4%.

Average Engagement Rate (%) Per 
Post = Total Engagement / Follower 
Counts / Number of Posts × 100 

Build relationships without the Gymshark budget



Hopefully, you have buyer 
personas in your business, if not, 
get on it. Creating a buyer persona 
will give you the information you 
need about your target customer 
in an easy to reference document. 
More on that another time, for now, 
we want to focus on influencer 
target personas.

Important elements of your 
influencer target persona 
document:
1. Name: Create a name for your 

persona (e.g. Pilates Pheobe or 
Fitness Freddy)

2. Location: Where should your 
influencer be based?

3. Niche / Interests: What specific 
interests do they have? (e.g. 
Yoga, sustainability)

4. Follower Count: How many 
followers should they have?

5. Target Engagement Rate: 
What is their average target 
engagement rate?

6. Influencer audience / 
demographic: Who are their 
audience? Get specific with 
ages, gender and locations.

By identifying influencers who 
have a genuine relationship 
with the audience and finding 
influencers who have a synergy 
with your target market you’re 
much more likely to be able to build 
trust with consumers. 

Once you know who your target 
influencers are, you’re ready to 
find relevant micro-influencers in 
your niche.

Create an influencer 
target persona

BuzzSumo
BuzzSumo uses content 
sharing analytics and influencer 
identification to create a way 
to find influencers either by 
searching for the most popular 
content being shared around a 
certain topic and then identifying 
who shared it or by searching for 
specific keywords and hashtags.

Heepsy
Heepsy is “the best influencer 
search engine worldwide” and 
offers a free package when 
searching by niche and location. 
To filter out based on audience 
demographics you’ll need to 
upgrade but the free package is 
a good place to start when you’re 
looking for influencers to work with.

Tools to find 
influencers



Your outreach enables you to set 
the foundations for building trust 
with your audience by building 
an authentic relationship with 
influencers.

Brands often rush the outreach 
stage, jumping straight to the hard 
sell with influencers.

BIG MISTAKE.

Don’t rush outreach, get personal 
and customise outreach based 
on the influencers’ interests 
and content. Whether you’re 
gifting, guest blogging or 
paying for sponsored posts the 
important thing to remember is 
that influencers are people too. 
They don’t want to be pitched at, 
they want to know why you’ve 
specifically reached out to them, 
what you want and what they get 
from the relationship.

Effective influencer 
outreach to build 
trust with influencers

After we’d identified our target 
audience and influencer target 
persona we sent this tailored 
message to a group of 
Instagram influencers using 
Instagram Direct Message.

“Hi <NAME>, we’d love to gift you 
some of our products.

We came across your profile after 
a search of #girlswholift. That tag 
doesn’t lie! Serious Quads envy right 
there from your profile.

I’ll get to the point.. we’re looking for 
new RIPT Athletes to help us grow 
the brand and your profile looks spot 
on to help us reach more women 
who love the gym and fitness.
Would you be up for finding out 

more? I can send you over some 
more info if you send over your email.

Hopefully, hear from you soon!”

The response to this influencer 
outreach programme was 
phenomenal with a 60% response 
rate from Instagram alone. 
Combined with an email follow up 
for those who we had gathered 
emails for we were able to increase 
outreach response to 75%. 

Here’s a quick template we used at Reward for an influencer 
outreach campaign for a fitness eCommerce brand



Trust building starts with 
influencers 

One of the reasons marketing 
disasters like the Fyre Festival 
happen is because the information 
is kept from people. The trust 
isn’t communicated to staff, 
customers or influencers and it 
leads to mistrust. 

Customer trust is built by being 
open and honest and that starts 
with influencers. If the influencer 
understands your product, your 

ethos and knows the good and bad 
about your brand before working 
with you - they’re going into the 
partnership with their eyes open.

Don’t ever comprise an influencer’s 
credibility or reputation. Treat them 
with respect and as an extension of 
your brand family. 

Give your influencers freedom
Use your influencer campaigns 
to start conversations, to build a 
community of fans and add value 
to them. 

Your customers buy into authentic 
posts from the people they follow. 
By being too rigid with your brand 
guidelines you’re restricting the 
impact of influencer relationships. 
Yes your brand image is important 
and you should never stray too 
far from your creative boundaries 
but giving creative freedom 
to influencers within those 
boundaries is a positive thing. 

 - Influencer marketing has 
never been more powerful but 
consumers are starting to look 
into brands more and more rather 
than taking influencer posts at 
face value

 - Be more transparent with your 
influencer partnerships

 - Move away from transactional 
relationships with influencers

 - Focus on micro-influencers and 
be personal when you perform 
outreach activity

 - Make your influencers a key part 
of your brand family 

Takeaways

By following this guide, you can 
create a successful influencer 
marketing campaign and 
build strong relationships with 
influencers, turning them into 
your brand ambassadors. Here 
at Reward, we can help your 
brand by taking these steps for 
you. Our in-house marketers, 

designers and strategists can 
build you an authentic and 
meaningful influencer campaign, 
partnering with your brand to 
deliver sustainable results. If you 
are interested, book a call with 
the team and join the conscious 
business revolution. 

Taking the 
Next Step
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